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About Us
We, Jara Impex, know the importance of consuming hygiene and quality food in living a diseasefree life. Witnessing the growing adulteration in the food industry, we decided to enter in this
domain with the mission to deliver safe to consume products. Our offerings namely Honey, Red
Onion, Khakhra, Banana Chips, etc. are quality tested before delivery. In a short frame of our
foundation, we have emerged as a trustworthy manufacturer and supplier of various edible items.
The ingredients that we use in preparing our snacks are high in quality that not only results in the
delicious but healthy end product as well.
We are able to meet the bulk orders of our customers and deliver the same within the stipulated
time at their doorstep. The consignments are tracked and the customer is updated about the
location of their order until they reach the destination. Furthermore, no delay is done in delivering
the quantity of orders as we understand that it can affect the business of our customer adversely.
As we are dealing in edible things, we are more concerned about hygiene and to maintain the same,
we take effective steps. Not only the premises is kept clean but is made mandatory for workers to
sanitize their hands, put on gloves, face mask, aprons and shoe covers, etc., before entering the
wing. The production machines are also cleaned regularly so that dust may not get accumulated
on its surface, thereby affecting the quality of our Banana Chips, Khakhra, Honey and other
products.
The products are packed in an airtight manner so that any unwanted factor including moisture, air,
dust, etc. may not affect the quality of our offering. We have special machines to seal the
packaging material tightly, thereby, eliminating the chances of reducing the shelf life of
consumables.

Key Facts
Nature of Business: Manufacturer, Supplier & Exporter
No. of Employees: 02
Year of Establishment: 2020
Ownership Type: Proprietorship Firm
Export Country: Bangladesh
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Our Products

Yellow Banana Chips

Natural Honey

Fresh Green Grapes
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Fresh Khakhra

Fresh Red Onion
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JARA IMPEX

Contact Us
B No. 59, Sri Darshan Raw House, Near Madhrum Circle
Na Her Road Karadva -Dindoli, Surat - 394210, Gujarat, India

Mr Atul Dhameliya (Proprietor)

+919824540836

jara1163f@gmail.com, atuldhamelia@gmail.com
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